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A Solar-Powered World by 2025

f the transition to a solar-powered /world is to be 'completed
within 50 years, major resource commitments must be made
immediately Such a goal can be achieved only if an ambitious
timetable of interim goals is met. Failure to begin building the

equipment, establishing the infrastructure, and educating people in
the skills needed in a solar era will only increase the cost and disrup-
tion of the transition and decrease the likelihood of its completion
within five decades.

Meeting five-sixths of the anticipated world energy budget in the
year 2025 with solar technologies could involve using more than 70
billion square meters of solar collectors and 7.5 million megawatts of,
solar cells World hydroelectric capacity would be quadrupled, five
million wind turbines would be constructed, and about 15 percent of
the world's forests would be devoted to raising' wood as an "energy
crop Cornlipents of this magnitude are certainly possible over a
50-year period, but they are unquestionably ambitious.

A substantial body of literature has d4umented the technical feasibil-
ity and social desipability of solar energy sources More fobs and less
environmental deteriorationwould be created per .unit of energy
than with any other source. The security of energy supply would be
enhanced. Individuals, neighborhoods, regions, and nations would
become increasingly self-reliant, And the new energy system would
be sustainable for as long as the earth remains inhabitable

Despite the attractions of a solar powered world, Surprisingly little
thought has bgen given to the sheer physical requirements of a global
solar transition Considering the increasingly tight constraints under
which all conventional energy resources are operating, the time has

I am indebted to my colleague Christopher rlavin for his help with the re'-
search for this paper



clearly arrived for serious thought to be given to the implications of
,converting the world, economy to solar energy This proposed time-
table is an attempt to'sketch one of several possible paths to that goal.
It is not a -forecast,- and it is certainly not a "projection Rather it
is an attempt to describe a feasible course for a world that needs to
move rapidly toward increased reliance upon renewable energy re-
sources =

Oil and natural gas, which now account for about three-fifths of the
world's annual fuel consumption, will almost certainly have been re-
duced to subordinate roles in the global energy picture by 2025. In-
deed, world oil production could begin to decline before 1990. While
there remains some controversy over the exact date that world oil
ploductIon will -peak'', the Vice Chairman of Sun Oil Company
acknowledged a widely perceived truth when he recently remarked,

We are in a business that is dying Some new source, or combina-
tion of sources, will be requrred to fill the gap.3

For some time, planners believed that the gap would be filled mostly
by energy from coal and nuclear fission While it was recognized that
.problems would attend the development of both these sources, the
difficulties were conside *d to be more manageable than the crises
that could result from having too little energy An emerging body of
evidence suggests this assumption may be wrong Some of the prob-
lems associated with the large-scale worldwide development of coal
and nuclear.power could dwarf the stresses that such development
was intended to avoid

The relative abundance of coal-leads many energy planners to think
of it as,a long-term energy optiona mistake seldom made for oil and
gas Thus coal is expected to be the centerpiece of the post-petroleum
energy budgets in such countries as China, Australia, and the United
States While there are many unfortunate, and of ten unhealthy, con-
sequences associated with coal extraction and combustion, the most
intractable long-term problem arises from the atmospheric accumula-
tion of carbon dioxide.

Carbon dioxide is produced whenever any fossil fuel is burned, but
more CO: is produced per unit of energy released by LAI combustion

1



"kuclear power, like coal, is beset by
myriad difficulties."

than by burning either oil or gas Adding CO2 to the air raises the
earth s temperature by slowing down the escape, of heat into space
This CO2 greenhouse effect was a matter of speculation as recently
as five years ago, but most meteorologists now agree that it is a matter
of concern. An excellent report on the dangers was issued in 1977 by
the U.S National Academy. of Sciences Among the consequences
would be a decline in food production in breadbasket- regions, and
a shift in agriculture to less fertile area9.4

Although there is disagreement over just how soon major changes
in the earth's climate could result from the buildup of CO2 that has
already begun, many knowledgeable obserer9 feel dire consequences
are possible before 2025 A January 1978 article in the British science
jcvnal Nature concluded

If the CO2 greenhouse effect is magnified in high lati-
tudes, as now seems likely, deglaciation of West Antarc-
tica Would probably be the first disastrous result of
continued fossil fuel consumption A disquieting thought
is that if the present highly simplified climatic models
are even approximately correct, this deglaciation [ and
the consequent five-meter rise in sea level] may be part of
the price that must be paid in order to buy enough'time
for industrial civiliiation to make the changeover from
fossil fuels to other sources of energy If so, major dis-
locations in coastal cities, and submergence of low-lying
areas such as much of Florida and the Netherlands, lie
ahead '

Nuclear power, like coal, is beset by myriad difficulties, including the
risk of catastrophic accidents (especially with breeder reactors) and
the disposal of long-lived radioactive wastes These difficulties, and
the public concern that they have helped to generate, have caused
some former nuclear champions to become pessimistic ,John O'Leary,
Deputy Secretary of the U S Department of Energy, remarked in
February 1978 that "nuclear power, which ten years ago was the
hope of all energy planners, is now a 'has-been'

The most awesome problem facing nuclear power is posed by the
inextricable link between this energy source and nuclear weapons

O
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Depending upon the level of global energy demand postulated for the
year 2025, meeting Just half of it with nuclear power would require
the recycling of between 7 million and 20 million kilograms of some
fissile isotopeprobably plutonium-239every year About five kilo-
grams of any such isotope is all that is needed to make an atom b_omb

The inevitability of normal" losses during production would allow a
thief who oper ithin the credible margin of error to divert large
amounts of bom -grade materials without detection As of August
1977; official U S inventories showed 1,534 missing kilograms of
plutonium and 2,227 absent kilograms of highly enriched uranium
enough material to, make 750 atom bombs It may well be that none of
this material has fallen into the hands of criminals, terrorists, or for-
eign governments, but the material cannot be accounted for. This
uncertainty would swell to much more terrifying proportions with
the creation of a huge, worldwide nuclear program.'

Nuclear fusion may eventually provide significant amounts of com-
mercial electricity, but its future is uncertain at the moment. Con-
ceptual design studies of the fusion approaches that now receive the
lion's share of international research and development funding sug-
gest that such techniquF. may have little commercial applicability
However, a recent curve' of alteinatiVe fusion concepts by the Elec-
tric Power Research Institute' found 'several promising avenues for
researchsome of which could lead to comparatively small-scale,
decentralized applications Nonetheless, even this generally encour-
aging review was not sanguine about the rapid development and com-
mercialization of -clean= advanced fusion cycles Controlled thermo-
nuclear fusion has yet, to produce more energy than it consumes
While some advanced fusion processes would provide an attractive
supplement to solar resources, their successful development cannot
now be counted upon.8

Even as the other lopg-term options have begun encountering un-
expected problems, extraordinary strides have been made in technolo-
gies to, harness the essentially inexhaustible energy of the sun Exist-
ing solar technologies can provide energy as heat, as solid, liquid, or
gaseous fuels, or as electricity The sunlight that strikes the earth

(



daily contains 10,000 times more energy than, all the conventional
fuels burned that day Obviously, 4he solar resource, base is more
than adequate to meet ara.y likely level of human energy use

Technologies to harness the energy in sunlight, wind, falling water,
and biomass are referred to by several names, including appropriate,
light.capital, intermediate, distributed, soft, ind renewable The differ-
ent names often carry different nuances- The term 'light capital
technologies generally refers to inexpensive devices (biogas .plants,
for example) that Third World villages can build of intigenous mate-
rials, 'distributed technologies generally Suggest decentralization as
a prime criterion, soft technologies generally indicate devices that
increase the efficiency with which 'transitional fuels are used as well
as those that harness renewable resources But all refer to an energy
system reliant. upon energy income from the sun, rather than one
dependent upon the energy capital in fossil or fissile fuels Many
countries have begun to examine carefully such solar alternatives in
light of their particular geographical locations and energy needs

The quality of energy sought from the sun and the costs of collecting,
converting, and storing that energy usually correlate directly the
higher the desired quality, the higher the cost Sources and uses must
therefore be carefully matched, so that expensive, high-quality energy
is not wasted on Jobs that do not require it For example, a hot bath-
tub contains more energy than does a small storage battery, but the
electricity in the battery is of a higher quality than is the heat in the
tub It is very difficult to power a transotor radio with a hot bathtub,
and it is generally wasteful to heat bathwater with electricity In the
course of considering the, use Of solar technologies in various coun-
tries, it will be important to bear in mind_the qualitative dimension of
energy demand .

Conventional wisdom holds that while solar energy has many attrac-
tive characteristics, it is too expensive today for widespread applica-
tion As is so often the case with conventional wis om, yesterday's
truth has become today s misapprehension Five ye s ago, solar ener-
gy could not compete economically with low-priced fuels But since
1973 the cost of solar equipment has dropped steadily while the costs
of all competing energy sources have skyrocketed Solar technologies

9
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,can now provide energy for many purposes at no higher cost than
new investments in conventional energy sources

0
There remains much room for improvement. Many solar technologies.
can benefit from research advances, and mass production using new
materials will doubtless lead to substantial reductions in cost. In-
creased attention to the solar crrospeo may lead to breakthroughs that
are not now apparent In the meantime, it is possible'to begin sketch-
ing the broad outlines of a global solar strategy to provide almost all
of humanity s commercial energy from renewable sources by 2025.

How much energy will be needed in the year 2025? Estimates range
widely Most countries assume that their fuel requirements will con-
tinue to grow for the foreseeable future If the need for an eventual
energy ceiling is admitted, the day of reckoning is always thought to
lie beyond the horizon of official projections Studies of future con-
sumption patterns do not generally include an in-depth examination
of a spectrum of alternative policies Policymakers ask only, "Where
do we seem to be heading?' They make no attempt to grapple with
the question, "What can bey "" 9

This process of gazing into a rearview mirror and proclaiming it to
be a crystal ball necessarily results in certain analytical hazards Dur-
ing the last 25 years, world fuel consumption tripled, oil and gas con-
sumption quintupled, and electricity use grew almost sevenfold
Clearly, such trends cannot long be sustained The Arab oil embargo
of 1973-74 led to the, first major global discontinuity in energy
growth, others will certainly follow

In an era of majoi tinuities, 50-year forecasts can have only..limited value at best is necessary to formulate a vision of 'where
we are going in Order to e able to design a strategy for getting there,
Our vision of 2025 would see a 75-percent larger world population
using twice as much energy annually as we now useand using it

,about twice as efficiently This assumes a 0-percent increase in
energy use to the industrial world and a 400lpercent increase in the
Third World And the energy efficiency targe -sk a reasonable goal
given an aggressive world energy conservation efforA,,

')



"Solar technologi6 can now provide
ettergy for many purposes at no higher

cost than new:Invesiments in conventional
energy sources."

Dollar for dollar, a trillion-dollar investment.in increasing the energy
efficiency of the world's buildings, industries, and transportation sys-

J tems would save more energy than the same expenditure on new
energy facilities would produce In the United States, for example, Im-
proving the efficiency of air conditioners would save ten times as
much electricity as identical investments in new power plants would
produce. In India, $10 spent on improving stove efficiency can cut a
typical village family:s wood consumption in halfsaving $10 to $25
per year n neither case is a loss of benefit or comfort involved' And
in both cases, the energy saved- is just as useful as "new- energy
would be.'

Comparisons between countries and within the same country over a
period of years make it clear that economic well-being is not based
on increases in fuel consumption Over the past 50 year, the amount
of fuel consumed per dollar's worth of goods and services produced
has fallen in most countriesdespite declining real energy prices.
With rising energy prices a near-certainty for the foreseeable. future,
this trend can be expected to accelerate dramatically This will merely
require increases in the fuel-efficiency of machinery and the improved
operation and maintenance of this equipment Moreover, an intelli-
gent program of energy conservation can actually bolster employ-
ment."

Virtually all oil-importing countries have begun to take significant
strides to improve energy efficiency The nature of the energy con-
servation methods employed sometimes bears no particular relation-
ship to the ideology of the government involved In the Soviet Union,
for example, the price of gasoline was doubled in March 1978, and the
marketplace was relied upon to reduce gasoline consumption In the
United States, on the contrary, all efforts to remove price controls
from gasoline have been soundly defeated Reliance is instead placed
upon a federal program to regulate the fuel efficiency of new cars

Assuming, then, a vigorous effort to increase efficiency, annual vorld
energy use from all sources in 2025 could amount to 60 x 10'6 kilo-
joules (A kilojoule is slightly less than a British Thermal Unit The
proposed energy budget-600 quadrillion kilojoulesequals about 570
quadrillion BTUs.) This is approximite.lv equal to the energy released
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by burning 21 billion metric tons of coal Five-sixths of this 2025 en-
ergy budget could be met by renewable energy resources if the pro-
posed timetable is followed. (See Figure 1) Thirty-six percent of this
solar energy would be used directly as heat, 44 percent as solid, liquid,
and gaseous fuels (mostly of biological origin), and 20 percent as elec-
tricity (See Table 1 ) This is a fourfold increase in the use of elec-
tricity, representing an annual growth rate of about 3 1 percent

Existing nuclear power plants)which contributed only 0 6c) percent
df world energy in 1977, would have long since completed their use-
ful lifetimes, and been replaced by solar-electric facilities. Fossil fuels
would contribute about one-sixth of all energy use, mostly as backup

1016 kiloioules

60-

40-

Renewable?
Electric

20-

1980 1995

Direct Solar Heat

2010 2025

Figure 1: Proposed World Energy Production
Timetable, 1980-2025*

'Energy sourie, ,uppl'ing le,. than 1 per«,nt of total are omitted
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for solar sources At that level of usage, these fuels *would last more
than 1,000 years, and the CO2 threat would be postponed for at least
two centuries allowing succeeding generations more flexibility in the
rate at which they phase out the combustion of fossil hydrocarbons

It would be possible to have a 100-percent solar energy budget by
2025 Preliminary studies have suggested how this might be accom-
plished in Canada, Sweden, and the United States, and it is undoubted-
ly feasible elsewhere The State of California, which is equivalent to
the sixth largest industrial country in the world, currently has a de

.facto nuclear moratorium and recently began offering a 55-percent tax
credit to encourage solar development. California is now the subject
of the most detailed examination of solar energy prospects that has
yet been undertaken, and i6 preliminary results suggest that a com-
plete transition would be possible by 2025)2

Table 1: World Solar Energy Timetable, 1980-2025

Energy Source 1980 1995 2010 2025

(101. kiloiOules)
Active Solar Heating 0 3.0 6'0 11.0
Passive Solar Heating '0 1.0 4.0 7.0
Total Direct Solar Heat 0 '4.0 10.0 18.0

Wood 4 0 6.0 7.0 8.0
Liquid Fuels 0 2.0 4.0' 8.0
Gaseous Fuels 0 2 0 4.0 6.0
Total Biomass Fuels 4.0 10.0 15.0 ,22.0

Hydroelectric 0 5 1.0 1.5 2.0
Wind Power , '0 0 5 1.0 . 2.0
Solar-electric 0 10 3.0 6.0
Total Renewable Electric 0.5 2.5 5.5 10.0

Total 4.5 16.5 . 30.5 50.0

Source: Worldwatch Institute
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However, energy transitions have seldom led to 100 percent replace-
ments Heavy reliance on coal began in the eighteenth century, but
wood still contributes about one-sixth of the world's energy today.
Heavy reliance on oil began seven decades ago, but coal still contrib-
utes more than one-fourth of the world's energy Fossil fuels, par-
ticularly oil and gas, have desirable characteristics. They have high
energy densities and they are easily transported and stored. Although
they are not sufficiently abundant to long sustain their current role
as the world's primary sources of energy, they could and should play
some role well. Into the twenty-first century. The world's principal
reliance, however, should shift to solar resources by 2025. In modest
ways, this transition has already begun. It needs to be vastly acceler-
ated if this timetable is to be met.

Heating and Cooling

Heating water with sunlight is simple The collector is, in essence, a
box...z/ith a black bottom and a glass top Glass is transparent to sun-
light But much less so to heat When the black bottom is struck by
sunlight, it warms up, and this heat is trapped inside the collector.
When water is pumped through the hot collector, its temperature
rises The hot water is then piped to a very welr-insulated storage tank
where it is kept until needed

About 10,000 Cypriot homes, 30,000 American homes, 250,000 Is-
raeli homes, and over two million Japanese homes have solar water
heaters. In remote parts of Northern Australia, where fuels are ex-
pensive, solar water heaters Ire required by law on all new buildings.
Niger requires them on all new hospitals, hotels, schools, and housing
for government employees'}

It is also simple to heat buildings with solar energy "Passive' solar
homes have heating systems with just one moving part the earth,
moving around the sun. Passive solar buildings capture sunlight
where it strikes the building's walls and floor Such systems are der
signed to prbtect the structure from summer,, heat while retaining the
sun's warmth during the winter Passive solar architecture is, beyond
doubt, the most efficient and cost-effective way to heat and cool new
buildings. Modest investmen&6 will often provide 80 to 100 percent
of a building's heating and! cooling requirements. But it demands

-a-
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advance planning, p si a features cannot easily be added to existing
- structures."

.
"Active':, solar heating systems are more expensive, but they can be

',bolted onto the roof or southern well of, existing buildings as a sub-
,- stitute foror supplement toconventional' furnaces In active sys-

tems, fans or pumps move solar-heated air or liquid from collectors
to storage areas, from which the heat is drawn as needed Solar self-,
sufficiency will usually dictate a Combination of active and passive
features in the temperate, regions'of'the world In the United States,
about 4,500 homes and several hundred larger buildings now employ
either passive or active solar spa*ce heating. The number has been
more than'doublineeach year stce 1974N

Buildings can be cooled as well as heated by sunlight. Again, passive
solar design is the most important first.step; but active solar air con-
ditioners are also now being marketed Fortuitously, absorption solar

. air conditioners reach peak cooling capacity when the sun burns
brightest, is when they are most needed They therefore could
reduce peak dem nds on many electric-al power grids As solar air con-
ditioners penetr4t the housing market, the overall economics of ac-
tive solar heating ystems will improve because solar collectors will

_,begin providing a y r-round benefit

Solar-thermal technolo ave industrial applications as well. A
study of the Australian food- recessing industry, for example, found,
that heat accounted for 90 pe cent of the industry's energy needs
Almost all this heat was at under 150° C and 80 percent was below
100° C, the boiling point of water Such, low temperature heat can be
ProdUced and stored easily using simple solar devices Solar equip-
ment has been applied on an experimental basis to various agricul-
tural tasks in Australia, including a 56-square-meter solar heating unit
for timber drying. In 1977, a commercial soft drink manufacturer near
Canterra began using solar collectors In the United States, solar heat-
ing is now being applied to a soup-canning plant in California, a
fabric-drying facility in Alabama and a concrete block factory in Penn-
sylvania Solar-powered laundries and car washes are now operating,
in California, and a St. Louis brewery has turned to solar pasteuriza-

ron.16
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r oughou t much of the industrial world, solar heating is now more
onorrucal than electricity That is to say, if the energy were to come

rom a new solar unit or a hew nuclear or coal power plant, the solar
- 16 investment would be cheapest The individual homeowner, of course,

_does not bity electricity just from the expensive new power plant, the
utility averages the expensive new energy in with cheap energy from
existing sources, so that the true cost of new power is hidden from
the individual consumer (though borne, through rising utility bills,
by tall consumers) In Seattle, Washington, for example, the average
price- of residential'electricity is now less than icr per kilowatt-hour.
But electricity from a new nuclear power plant would cost at least 71
per kilowatt-hour. At the lower, average prices, only the' cheapest
solar equipment is economical But compared to the higher cost for
new power, virtually all solar heaters look attractive. For society as a
whole, the additional energy could be most cheaply harnessed with
solar equipment. It is thus in sockety's interest to encourageand
perhaps subsidizeindividual and community solar purchaks.

Even where the homeowner must compare the costs of new solar 4
equipment with the average cost of competing energy sources, solar
investments will generally make sense over the lifetime of a building.
The most important first step is lo incorporate passive solar design
into the building's blueprints. Often this costs little or ,Rothing. For
example, it costs no more to place most windows in the southern wall
than to place them facing north, but southern windows capture the
sun's warmth while northern windows merely 'leak the building's
intbirnal heat Roof overhangs, masonry floors, and working shutters
are not expensive When they are combined with tight construction
and good insulation, they can lower the heating load of the building
by 75 percent and more In Arkansas, 200 well-designed houses con-
structed under a grant from the U S Department of Housing and
Urban Development cost no more than neighboring houses that were
built using onventional construction standards,, but their fuel bills
are dnly one-fourth as high.1-

More elaborate designs can lead to greater savings In the relatively
mild climate of Atascadero, California, Harold Hay's passwe solar
house was constructed with bags of water incorporated on its roof.

C%
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I
.T.hese act like a "thermal flywheel," capturing the sun's energy on
;reinter days and storing it to meet nighttime heating requirements In
the summer, the stem collects heat from the interior during the day
and radiates it outward at night. The cost of these solar features was
about. $5,000but the system has provided 100 percent of the home's
heating and cooling needs for several years."

In climates where passive solar design will not provide 100 percent
of heating requirements, backup fuels or active solar systems are
needed. In Princeton, New Jersey, architect Douglas Kelbaugh's pas-
sive solar home captures energy through a huge southern window

.. wall during the day and stores it in a concrete interior wall that 'gives
off heat during the night. Like other passive solar homes, the Kel-
baugh residence employs no pumps or fansjust careful design. The
solar features cost 'around $9,000, and they provide virtuallyall the
home's iequirements. In the unusually cold winter of 1976-77,, the
heating bill for supplementary conventional fuels in this comfortable
northern residence was just $75 for the whdle year. Financed with a
standard home mortgage, Kelbaugh's solar energy system would re-
quire $1,800 cash at the time of construction with monthly payments
of $60far less than his neighbors; fuel bills.'

Active solar heating systems can be used to supplement the energy
provided by passive solar design. Many different solar collectors,
pumps, fans, and storage systems are now on the market, although
their prices vary considerably Solar collecto?s can be built of durable
metals for a materials-cost of about $20 per square meter. Princeton
University physicist Ted Taylor believes the use of inexpensiVe plastic
should make it possible to 'produce fairly durable collectors for a few
dollars a square meter. In the United States, professionally installed
active solar heating systems now range from under $100 per square
meter to more than $700.20

Solar collectors at an installed-cost of $200 per square meter make
gonomic sense when compared with the average costs of electrical
resistance heating, except where cheap hydropower is plentiful. At
$150 per square meter, they make sense compared with oil heat and

1 r;
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eleEtrical heat pumps. At $1.00 per square meter, they compete effec-
tively with all residential fuels. The use of prefabriCated units that are
as easily installed at roofing could substantially reduce installation
costs.'' "
In order to meet the solar heating koal of 20 )1( 1016 kilojouies per
year by 2025, an ambitious program must soon be undertaken. The
"passive' heating contribution assumes a nearly 'immediate decision
to prombte intelligent architecture. Schools of architecture and engi-
neering Illiould° institute Cburses teaching the necessary skills, and
appropriate training programs could be established in the construction
industry. By 1985, all new buildings should employ passive solar de-
sign In March, 1978, the U S Department of Energy announced that
it had under serious consideration a program to require that all new
residences incorporate passive solar features. Since building stock
turns over at the roe of about 2 percent a year, most of the world's
built environment would incorporate at least some passive features by
2025 There remains additional scope for improvement in this area
in subsequent years

As well as supplementing passive designs "active" system6 can meet
the special requirements for high-temperature heat in industry and
agriculture, and for absorption air-conditioning. To calculate the
amount of surface area needed as sites for solar collectors in order to
meet the timetable, some assumptiong must be made.

The amount of 'solar energy reaching different inhabited geographical
locations varies by about a factor of three. The energy in the sunlight
that falls on Stockholm each year contains about, .5 x 199 joules per
square meter In some arid equatorial regions, however,, annual in-
solation is about 10,x 109 joules per square meter.

In harnessing direct sunlight, the middle latitudes have a marked ad-
vantage in consistency over the polar, regions. The lOnyan highlands,
for example, experience only a 35 percent variation in insolation
through the year In Stockholm, on the other hand 30 times as much
solar energy per square meter is available in June as in December.
Thus, far more collector surface will be needed to deliver a given
amount of heat in the winter than in the summer. Moreover, the heat-

0,"



"13Sr 1985, all new buildings should
employ passive solar design."

If

\
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i* i ing required for buildings in Stockholm is obviously g eater in the
winter than in the summer. In order to capture the solar e rgy needed
in winter, more collector surface must be installed than an be pro-
ductively employed in the summer. (This disparity can be greatly 19
mitigated by the use of seasonal storage of low-grade heat, to warm
buildings, but high-temperature industrial heat would be much harder w

to store for long periods.) So it is necessary to assume that only half .

the heat harnessed in solar collectors is actually put to productive
:.pse. Moreover, the collectors .themselves do not capture and retain all ..,

.....the energy in sunlight that strikes them. Some is reflected- off the
glass or ,plastic cover, some leaks out of the collector itself. The
calculations for this timetable assume that only half the energy that
strikes the collector surface is captured; and that only half the energy
captured each year is actually used.

Assuming the sunlight striking a typical collector each year contains
6 x 109 joules per square meter, an average square meter of collector
surf ac'e would "deliver" one - fourth that amount, or 1 5 x 165t1seful
kilojoules per year. Thus, to meet the goals of the solar timetable,
20.0 Killion square meters of collectors must be built by 1995, 40.0
billion by 2010: and 73.3 billion by 2025. If the average collector has.
a useful life of 25 years; about three billion square meters of new
lector would be needed per year to.maintain.4his level of direct solar
heating. (It is _hoped that Collectors with longer life expectancies will
have captured the market before 2025 )

These are large figures, but not so imposing that the goal Should be
dismissed as impractical They are, however, sufficiently large to lead
to the inescapable conclusion that §.olar features must be incorporated
into the basic structural design of nets buildings. Because these col- 4

lectors would be mainly placed on the roofS of buildings, including
factories, the expense involved could be dramatically reduced if all
new roofs were constructed; at an optimal angle to the sun with a
broad southern expaure This, in turn, may be related to such seem-
ingly trivial considerations as whether communities build roads along
dtie north-south and east-west axes;rso that buildings along the road
are well eriented to take advantage of the sun. In many such subtle
ways, a successful solar transition will involve changing, the face of
the world.

0,7 r-
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Renewable Fuels

All fossil fuels were once green plants. Existing technology can har-
vest "energy crops" directly, without waiting hundreds of millions
Of years for nature to convert them into oil, gas, and coal. Dry plant
materialbiomasscontains about as much energy per ton as low-
quality coal, and about 6R percent as much as high-quality bituminous
coal The hydrocarbons produCed by some plants contain as nitich
energy as oil does.22.

Because ,vegetation can be grown almost everywhere, it is relativelY,
immune:-to international political pressures Unlike fossil fuels, bio-
logical energy resources are renewable, they can be grown as long as
the land remains fertile and water is available yoreover, the use of
biomass as commercial fuel involves few of the serious environmental
drawbacks associated with the large-scale use of coal and oil. Although
not given formal recognition in most official energy statistics, wood
and charcoal currently contribute more than 15 percent of huminity's
energy budget."

To place the biological resource base in a broader perspective, the
energy content of kat, fiber, and lumber crops should be considered.
In the United SWes, the potential energy contained in food, paper,
and timber each year, when added to the potential energy the resi-
dues of the related'industries, equals more than half of commercial
energy use Yet barely 3 percent of this photosjr'n'thetic.energy is now
harnessedvirtually all by wood and paper companies.24

Biological energy sources can be divided into two, brood categories.
wastes from other biological processes (such as the food and fiber in-
dustries), and energy crops grown for use as fuels. Wastes are the
easier source to tap for energy, since they,must be disposed of in any
case A variety of processes, including biogas production, pyrolysis,
fermentation, hydrogasification, and hydrogenation, exist to convert
organic wastes into high-quality fuels, and many cities and industries
around the world have begun to tap their wastes for usable energy.

In the post-petroleum era, energy crops can be expected to make a0
far greater contribution to the global energy budget. A variety of trees,
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"Biologically-derived fuels can be directly
'substituted for the oil and natural gas that

, are in short supply."

grasses, and other types of vegetation have been sugg
sive cultivation in energy plantations. Different crop
priate for different climates, geographical areas, a
also appears increasingly likely that energy crops
cultivated at Va and in freshwater bodies, thus
cultivation some of the 70 percent of the eart
wa ter."
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Renewable fuels constitute a particularly tractive comp of a
solar energy budget._They provide a co act way of storing laige

:mounts of energy for very long periods, one gallon of alcohol con-
tains more energy than is easily stored i 100 gallons of hot water in
a conventional solar heating system. oreover, biologically-derived
fuel can be directly substituted for the 1 and natural gas that are in
short supply. For example, existing au mobiles can operate smoothly
on blends of gasolirie with ethanol ors methanol, and only minor en-
gine modifications are needed to use pure alcohol fuel. Similarly,
methane produced by biogas plants .can be fed directly into existing
natural gas pipeline systems. And (dr many purposeS,,chareoal manu-
factured from wood can serve as effectively as coke, whiCh is pro-
duced from coal. A fair number of countries are already pursuing bio-
logical energy sources with vigor. China, for example, has built more
than four million biogas plants in the last three years. These are de-
signed to convert animal wastes and human excrement into methane
a clean-burning gas. Less aggressive biogas programs are being pur-
sued by several other countries, including India, Indonesia, Korea,
and Taiwan. The residue of the biogas process is an excellent fertilizer
far better than, raw manureand biogas plants also greatly assist the
control of such communicable diseases as schistosomiasis.26

Brazil is engaged in a determined effort to substitute homegrown
ethanol for 20 percent of it5 imported gasoline before 1985a goal
that will require the production of six billion liters a year. The first
distillery built under the program is now producing 60,000 liters a
day, 120 additional distilleries, ranging from two to four times, as
large as the first, are scheduled for construction by 1980. By 1995,
Brazil hopes to substitute 'alcohol produced from sugar cane and cas-
sava for all imported gasoline."

r 9 r)
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The net efficiency of biomass conversion processes will be of enor-
mous .importance to policy, but it will not be the sole criterion On
occasion it is worth paying a premium to convert biomass into a form
that is more useful. In the conversion of Wood into methanol, for
example, a large fraction of the original energy is lost, but because it-
is rather difficult to fuel an automobfle with wood, the energy price
is worth paying.

Moreover, the nature of any particular nation's biomass strategy will
be determined by many factors specific to it the climate, water, soil,
amount of a+%ailable land, and so on The different types of fuels that
are the logical end products will depend upon what crop is planted.
In lieu of a detailed country-by-country inventory of potential energy
crops and competing uses for land, and a clear determination as to
whether ocean farming will prove feasible and ecologically acceptable,
It is not possible to describe all the elements of a biomass strategy

Nonetheless, we can gain some idea of the magnitude of the effort
needed by assuming that all the solid fuel will De wood, that all the
liquid fuel will be alcohol, and that all the gaseous fuel will be meth-
ane. It must be recognized, however, that by 2025 it is likely there
will be a variety of solid, liquid, and gaseous fuels from biomass in the
commercial marketplace

Wood, when dried in the air, has an energy content of about 1 5 x 10'
kilojoules per metric ton lience, to meet the energy needs postulated
for 1980, 2.6 billion metric tons of wood will be needed annually
The 199.5 target will demand 4 billion metric tons, the 2010 goal will
need 4.0 billion, and the target for the year 2025 assumes the con-
sumption of 5 3 billion metric tons of wood per year Currently, the
net annual increment in forest growth is 36 billion tons, of which
about 2 5 billion tons is used as fuel, with about 5.2 billion tons used
by society for all purposes Thus, the amount of wood that would be
used for energy in the year 2025 is about as high as is currently used
for all purposes 2"

The productivity of different species under different conditions vanes
greatly, from a net growth of about two tons per heCtare to more than
40 tons for intensively cultivated, short-rotation, fast-growing trees.

9 4
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Some authorities believe that selective breeding and intensive cultiva-
tion could lead to yields on, the order of 80 tons per hectare Assuming
net annual growth of 12 tons per hectare on energy farms, the 2025
goal would require the employment of 440 million hectares for forest
enelgy crops This represents about orte-sixth of the land ,area now
heavily forested and about one-eighth of all forest land It can also be
compared with the 1.5 billion hectares currently under agricultural
cultivation. This level of production aPpears sufficiently conservative
to avoid the mining- of forests now practiced in some locations,
where forest stocks are depleted at a rate exceeding new biological pro-
duction, causing diminution of the resource base. The overall effi-
ciency with which this energy is ultimately used will depend upon the
conversion process employed Most wood will probably be burned
directly as a backup fuel for intermittent energy sources, though some
will doubtless first be converted to charcoal, methanol, or other inter-
mediate fuels possessing specific desired characteristics '"

Ethanol has an energy content of 2 2 x 10' 'cagoules per liter, and
methanol somewhat less Assuninig that an average faulity produces
200,000 liters of alcohol per day, or 73 maim liters per year, each
such distillery will then produce fuel containing 1 6 x i0'' kilojoules
per year Thus, if our goals for liquid fuels were to be met entirely by
alcohol from such plants, the 1995 target would require the construc-
tion of 12,500 facilities The 2010 target, requires 31,250 alcohol pro-
duction facilitiest and the 2025 goal would require 50,000

By the year 2025, it should be possible to grow crops yielding more
than 3,000 liters of ethanol per hectare Sugar cane now produces be-

een 3,000 and 3,400 liters per hectare in those regions where it can
fully cultivated Increased yields could be achieved with

new or improved species, with multiple cropping, or with improved
conversion of crops. into fuel However, assuming a yield of 3,000
liters per hectare: meeting the proposed 2025 liquid fuel target entire-
ly from ethanol could require up to 1 2 lion hectares Again, com-
paring this with the" 1 5 billion hectares no under agricultural cul-
tivation worldwide provides a clearer idea of the enormity of this
goal.'"

9 t-
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Of course, all liquid fuels won t come from ethanol crops Meth-
anol can be derived from a variety of sources, and ethanol itself can be
manufactured from many organic wastes Several plant families yield
a sap that is rich in complex hydrocarbons, and some of these plants
can flourish in dry, inhospitable environments Yet the central fact
remains the production of liquid fuels as substitute_ for oil will be
one of the most difficult tasks of the solar transition If it proves too
difficult, liquid fuels will simply ceTse playing as important a role in
human affairs as they now do

ti

Methane contains about 4 x 104 kiloioules per cubic meter Hence,
500 billipo cubic meters of me4iane are needed to meet the 1995 goal,
1 trillion cubic meters foLE the 010 target, and 1 5 trillion cubic meters
by 2025 The biogas produced by anaerobic digestion is only 50 to
60 percent methane, and most of the other gases produced have lower
energy values Hence, more biogas will have to be produced to meet
our targets than if it were pure methane The 2025 goal, for example,
might demand over 2 trillion cubic metetes,of biogas.

About half of this methane can he obtained from the wastes of existing
systems built upon biological produZAs The remaining half could be
derived from aquatic plants, such as fresh water hyacinths or giant
ocean kelp If cultivated at sea, approximately one-fifth of 1 percent
of the ocean surface would be needed. If successful, such kelp farms
could also relieve some of the pressures put on the land by the de-
mand for liquid fuels "

With twise management, the total energy attributed in this Urn e

to biomass fuels can be harvested on a sustainabl basis It is 'e;s
clear that there is scope for increasing production much beyond this
level There is a popular tendency to think of renewable resources as
infinite resources, but this is a confusion of size with duration If
care is taken, biological crops can be cultivated in perpetuity But with
short-sighted management, energy crops (like all other biological
systems) can simply collapse

Already,' vast treeless regions can be found in the Middle East, North
_Africa, Asia, and South America Multinational corporations and des-
perate villagers alike have too often failed to replant seedlings after

(.1



"There is a rippular tendency to think of
renewable resources as infinite resources,

but this is a confusion of sizewith
duration."

the harvest of mature trees If wood is to play a large role in the
coming energy transition, Stuccessful reforestation programs must be
among the ,world's highest energy priorities. Moreover, it is essential
that reforestation programs be concerned with diversity and stability
as well as yield Extensive monocultures could lead to dependence
upon forests that are vulnerable to all sorts of threats Because several
years of growth are required for the maturatiori of even short-rotation
energy 'crops, the loss of such 'Crops' before harvest could be calami-
tous'-'

If pursued without fb`fesi- h'as too frequently occurred with the
development of virgin lands, the biological resource base could be
rapidly depleted Unless nutrients are recycled-to the earth, the crops
will effectively -mine, thesoil Unless harNested areas are immediately
resewn with good grourid cover, flooding will strip away irreplace-
able topsoil Unless ,conversion processes are carefully chosen and
matched with crops, more energy will be used to produce a unit of
renewable fuel than the Fuel itselkontams.

,

Even as they exhibit these iiarious- environmental vulnerabilities,
biologiCal fuck poksess some unique advantages.: Notably, unlike ,
the fossil fuels that they toulddisplace, renewable fuels would make,
no net contrIbutionto atmospheric carbon -dioxide. The plants that
are the sources Rif -Welk fuels' draw as much carbon dioxide from the
air during the process of pkotosyrithesis as is returned to the air

, ., . .when the fuel is burned.. , . .

,-------
As part of an integrated, sensible 'strategY of ,producing energy in per-
petuity instead of maximizing short:10M. prbduction, the use of bio-
logical energy sources is one of the most attractive options available.
They can provide the ideal tliffers'in the transition to a.post-petro-
leum era because thej, are so similar in nature to the fossil fuels on
which we curreirtlydepend,sofheavily I 1

.
,_
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Electricity
,

.

Electricity is, in many respects, a splendid form of energy. It can per-
form a variety of tasks, from cooking an egg to powering a computer.
Large arnounts, of electrical, energy can .pass through comparatively
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tiny wires, permitting the more efficient design of factories and other
energy-intensive facilities Electricity is clean at the point of end-use,
and it can be instantly available at the flip of a switch

On the other hand, electricity tends to be much more expensive than
other forms of energy Electricity is difficult to store for long periods,
and transmission grids are vulnerable to natural phenomena, common
human error, and conscious malevolence. 'Major environmental costs
are usually associated with the power plant and with the production
of its fuel. It would therefore seem sensible to use electricity when it
exhibits a marked advantage, over competing forms of energy, and to
look elsewhere when electricity holds no advantage

During the next 50 years, the use of electricity will almost certainly
grow more rapidly than energy use in general This assumption is
based in part on the belief that electricity will become available to hun-
dreds of millions of .people who do not currently have access to it.
Partly, also, it is based on the assumption that more of the uses of
energy that emerge in the next 50 years will rely on electricity than on
other energy sources. On the other hand, these estimates of the
growth rate for electricity are far lower than those forecast by most
proponents of a nuclear- or coal-dominated future They include the
assumption that a series of foreseeable technical advanceg" will make
solar-electric technologies sufficiently' inexpensive for the proposed
levels of usage to be economically practicable. If this assumption
proves in error=if cost reductions do not occur as rapidly as expected
either the total use of electricity will be lower, or some fractIon of
the chemical fuel supply will have to be allocated to electrical genera-
tion,, or both.33

Currently, the most commonly harnessed solar source of electricity is
hydropower (although limited amounts of sugar cane residue, organic
municipal wastes, wood, and even coconut husks are also converted
Ant() electricity,4In 1976, hydropower was the source of 72.6 percent
of all Canadian electricity Most surveys suggest more hydroelectric
development globally than would actually be feasible Conventional
surveys too often ignore the fldodkng of fertile agricultural bottom
lands, and,plan for the construction of dams in geologically unstable
areas (where they may rapidly fill with silt) The more conservative
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assumption used in this timetable is that global hydroelectric ca-
' pacity will increase fourfold in the next 50 years. Wind power and

solar photovoltaic cells are expected to shoulder the bulk of the re-
maining electrical generating burden, although ocean thermal-electric
stations could provide an attractive supplement if their economic
costs and environmental consequences prove acceptable.'4

Wind turbines once provided significant amounts of electricity. In
1916, Denmark had more than 1,300 operating wind generators. By
1940, the United States had built about six million Before the Ameri-
can rural electrification program, wind turbines were the only source
Of electricity available to much of rural America. But cheap fossit3fuels
and inexpensive hydroelectric facilities, combined with large federal
subsidies for integrated electrical grids, priced wind power out of the
marketplace in a matter of years. However, now that the cost of fossil
fuels is rising dramatically, wind power,is once again beginning to re-
ceive serious international attention Many interesting new technolo-
gies are being pursued, including vertical axis windmills that turn in
the wind like spinning, coins In many parts of the world, electricity
generated from the wind already makes economic sense With declin-
ing costs brought about by mass production and technological inno-
vation, the use of wind power can be expected to increase rapidly, first
in rural areas of the developing world and then in the most wind-rich
parts of the industrial world.3-

Thy) most exciting solar-electric prospect is the photovoltaic cell, a
simple device that generates electricity directly when sunlight falls on
its Photovoltaic cells have no moving parts, consume no fuel, and pro-
duce no bomb-grade materials Fashioned from relatively abundant
elements, they have long lifetimes, and require little maintenance.",

Photovoltaic cells are modular by nature, and little is to be gained by
grouping large masses of cells at a single collection site. On the con-
trary they are most sensibly used in a.decentralized fashionperhaps
incorporated in the roofs of buildingsso that transmission and sto;-
age problems can be minimized_ With decentralized use, solar cells
can be efficiently:combined with compatible technologies to use waste
heat for space heating and cooling, water heating, and refrigeration.

9
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In the summer of 1977, a photovoltaic array in Mead, Nebraska irri-
gated 80 acres of,corti at 1,000 gallons per minute.

The manufacture of photovoltaic cells is currently a flow volUme busi:
ness and the products are consequently rather expensive But with
mechanized mass production, costs should plummet, they ar0)in fact,
already falling rapidly Solar cells cost about $200,000 a pelak kilo-
watt in the late fifties By early 1975, the costs had dropped to
$31,000, by September 1976, the figure was $15,500. In early 19'77,
the cost of solar cells fell to $11,750 a peak kilowatt And in Decem-
ber 1977, an Arkansas Community College contracted for a photo-
voltaic system for $6,000 per peak-kilowatt Making allowances for
the average availability of sunshine versus the average capacity factor
of large nuclear, power plants, and considering costs and losses during
transmission and storage, solar cells are now probably about ten times
as- expensive as nuclear power in the most ravorable regions orThe
United States. Solar cells now cost about one-tenth of what they cost
five years ago, nuclear power now costs about twice as.much as it/cost
five years ago r

The earth now has about 100,000 megawatts of nuclear capacity and
about one megawatt of photovoltaic capacity With mass productiok
solar cell costs are expected to continue falling dramatically The cur-
rent goals of the U S Department of Energy are to drive prices down
to $2,000 per -peak kilowatt by 1980, $500 per'peak kilowatt by
1985, and $100 to $300 per Pea kilowatt by 1990 At present prices,
solar cells make economic sense for remote applications of various
kinds, at 1985 prices, they will be cost-effective for peak power pro-
duction-in much of the industrial world, and at 1090 prices, they
should experience the kind of market penetration needed for a suc-
cessful -solar transition. With a substantial international effort, the
pace of these cost reductions might well be accelerated.'8

One kilowatt-hour of electricity equals 3,00 kilojoufes Hence, to
meet the 1995 target for electricity firom renewabl6 sources, 5.6 tril-
lion kilowatt -hour ct would have to be, generated by 'Then per year. The
2010 goal would require 12 5 trillion kilowatt-hours, and the 2025
target would need nearly 28 trillion kilowatt'- -hours In comparison,
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"Solar cells now cost about one-tenth of\ what they cost five years ago."

I

.4 current worldwide production of electricity from all sources is about
seven trillion kilowatt-hours.

For hydroelectricity, this assumes that additions roughly equal to the
current installed capacity will be made every 15 years Assuming that
average wind turbines have a rated capacity of 500 kilowatts allows
some estimation of the needed effort in wind power (These would
produce enough electricity to meet the current demand of about 200
average homes in the United States ) These turbines would be located
on sites with sufficiently steady wind to produce power at an average
of 40 percent of their rated capacity. Under such assumptions, the

. 1995 wind-power goal would require 800,060 windmills. The target
for 2010 will demand some 1.6 million wind turbines, and by 2025
nearly 5 million wind turbines must be operating Thus' by 2025, the
world would have about as many large wind turbines as there were
small windmills in the United States in 1940'`'

By 2025, significant amounts of electricity should be available from
various solar-thermal devices, including small, low-temperature en-
gines using organic working fluids. It is also possible that large power
plants will be using the temperature differences between ocean gradi-
ents to produce steady, round-the-clock power But an', assumption

'' that all the solar-electric power will be derived from solat cells allows
a rough sense of the magnitude of the required effort

Averaged worldwide and over an entire year, a kilowatt of photovoltaic
capacity Mould produce some six kilowatt-hours of electricity per
day. To achieve the 1995 solar-electric goal will require the production
and installation of 1.2 million megawatts of photovoltaic capacity.
The 2010 goal will need almost 4 million megawatts of capacity, and
the 2025 target anticipates a'photovoltaic capacity of about 7 5 million
megawatts.

Getting There from Here

Solar energy is now receiving far more international attention than
ever before. A recent survey found fo641 solar research programs in

..._
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63 countries. Clearly the leader in research spending is the United
States, with a current budget approaching $400 million and reason-
able prpspects for double that amount in 1979. Yet for all the public
interest and enthusiasm, the mainstream energy establishment has
remained rather aloof. Even the high U.S 'budget represents a mere
4 'percent of federal energy research and development spending Few
planners have devoted the sort of time and attention to renewable re-
sources that they have given to nuclear energy or coaleven in coun-
tries rich m sunlight but with no domestic reserves of uranium or

Only a handful have examined what an aggressive solar path
.light look like:4°

Sweden is one that has. The Swedish Secretariat for Future Studies
has mapped out in some detail a path that Sweden' might follow in
order to -be entirely dependent upon renewable energy resource by

2015. The report, Solar Sweden, assumes that total energy use will

Increase 37 percent by 2015, and that the existing nuclear facilities
will have finished their useful lives by then and been replaced by solar
technologies. Of the total energy used, 62 percent would be derived
from biological resources, 13 percent from solar heating, 11 percent
from hydropower, 9 percent from photovoltaics, and 5 percent from
wind power 41

Under the Swedish plan, biological sources will require between 6 and
7 percent of the land area of the country. Photovoltaic cells will be
placed on the roof areas of densely populated districts. The wind
component will require the construction of 250 four-megawatt wind
turbinesthe energy equivalent of a large nuclear reactorevery year.
Two-thirds of the Swedish energy research budget for 1978-81 is

concentrated on renewable sources Nuclear fission and nuclear fusion,
by comparison, each receive only 12 percent of the Swedish federal
energy research budget Although the results of Phis study have not
yet been folded into official policy, the prospects for a solar Sweden
have at least been officially scrutinized and found plausible

Japan, on the other hand, is manifestly on an unsustainable energy
pa th but has given little serious attention to a possible change of
course. Now utterly dependent upon foreign sources of fuel, Japan
hopes to produce domestically 15 percent of its energy needs by 1985,,
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and 22 percent by the turn of the century. These modest projections
are misleading, however, because two-thirds of domestic energy would
come from nuclear power, .which is "domestic- only in a very loose
sense since, the country must import uranium. Yet, an energy grciwth
rate of 5.2 percent per year is forecast through 1984, and 3 0 percent
growth is expected from 1985 through 2000''

The official energy plan in Denmark, unveiled in 1976, showed re-
newable energy 'resources constituting just 4 percent of the national
energy budget by 1995. Scienests and engineers from leading Danish
universities subsequently prepared an alternative energy plan, under
which the contribution from renewable sources would be tripled The
alternative plan, produced under very conserAtive assumptions, ef-
fectively undercut the government's rationale foT major investments in
nuclear _power_and led to a postponement. of the official commitment
to nuclear,energy"

In Britain, the House of Commons Select Committee on Science and
Technology reported in 1977 that the Department of Energy "must
acc041 greater priority to renewable sources in view of their potential
importance.'" It urged the establishment of specified "'target dates" for
development of working projects "so that those renewable sources
which prove to be technically and economically viable are in a position
to begin making a worthwhile contribution to the United Kingdom
energy requirements by 1990. This report has not had much policy
impact as yet, however The British Department of Energy is funding
the world's most ambitious project for harnessing "wave power," but
it remains unexcited about other renewable energy resources."

A report by the Australian,Academy of Science recommended that fed-
eral research on solar energy and bioconversion,ke greatly increased.
As a target, the report suggested that more than one-fourth of all pri-
mary energy be derived from solar resources chiefly polar heaters and
liquid fuel from biomassby he year 2000. The Commonwealth
Scientific 4nd Industrial Researc rganization has in fact been spon-
soring solar energy research for more than 20 years In the last few
years this research effort has b gun to see practical application. To-
day, about 30,000 Australian h mes employ some sort of solar tech-
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nologymostly water heaters, the production of which has increased
fivefold since mid-1976 ''

If eucalyptus were used to meet the goal of the Australian Academy
for alcohol fuel for automobiles, about 200 million tons of cvood
would be needed each year. Seventeen factories, each associated with
a 740,000-hectare plantation and capable of producing 4,000 tons of
alcohol per day, would be constructed If sugar cane were the energy
crop, only one-fourth as much land would be require'', but seasonable
storage could pose problems Some combination of crops would
doubtless be optimal.

4

The government of Brazil is actively pursuing a similar course al-
ready It is encouraging the substitution of alcohol, produced from
sugar cane and manioc, for 20 percent of the country s gasoline by
the early eighties, and for 100 percent of imported petroleum fuels
as soon as possible Sixty billion liters of alcohol would be required
tp replace current consumption of gasoline, diesel, and fuel oil Annu-
al production is only 740 million liters of alcohol today, but the pro-

...gram is growing rapidly To produce 60 billion liters, about 4 percent
"'of the land area of Brazil may have to be dedicated to energy crops. '

It is difficult to ascertain china s energy strategy for the future, but it
is clear that at least some renewable energy technologies are being
pursued vigorousqy With 60,000 mini-hydroelectric facilities and 5.4
million biogas plants, China is the obvious world leader in both areas.
Passive solar greenhouses are used extensively, and the climate in
China is 'ideal for applying passive solar design to houses as well

Diverse lands with different geographies, climates, and cultures are
turning toward the sun This is no cause for surprise The resource

-base is abundant Many proven technologies can be employed to
harness renewable energy sources Tapping such resources avoids
many of the more disturbing consequences of conventional energy
,growth The important question is no longer whether solar energy
will be developed- The questions today are, How mach and how
soon?
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No insurmountable technical or material difficulties will hinder the
solar transition. The major long-term constraint appears to be com-
petition for land, especially for enerk crops versus other crops. Some
important questions remain outstaning, such as the net energy de-
livered by some solar processes, and the pos-salqies for innovative
ways to store sunlight We have solutions in hand fot all these prob-
lems, but they are not necessarily the best possible solutions. None-
theless, we know enough to proceed, realizing that imptovements
will emerge over timeS--

Many social questionssome of them trifling, some of them momen-
tous,must also be resolved What effe.ct will solar energy have on
employment? Studies in the United States found that solar technolo-
gies produce more lobs than any other energy sources, Brazilian
studies of ethanol production suggest that it will be highly labor-
intensive as well As solar electricity becomes cost competitive, what
changes will there be in the regulation of utilities:and in the relatiQtai
of the utility to its community? Some utilities may try to monopolize,
the sun. others may decide to oppose ft How is capital to be made
available to the family or neighborhood at rates that make purchases
attractive? How are warranties to be established for items that may
make economic sense only after seven years of use? Whose aesthetic
judgment will prevail regarding the attractivterieIs of various pieces
of equipmentN

0

A transition to an efficient, sustainable energy system is both tech-
nically possible and socially desirable But 150 countries of widely
different physical and social circumstances are unlikely to make such
a transition"smoothlY and paknlessly Every potential energy source
will be ch'ampioned by vested interests and fought by die-hard oppo-
nents Bureaucratic inertia,,aolitical timidity, conflicting corporate
designs, and the simple, urtitost'andable reluctance of people to face
up to far reaching change will all slow the transition down. Even
when clear goals are widlpared, they are not easily pursued. Poli-
cies tend to provoke o ion, unanticipated side effects almost
always occur. lir
If the path is not easy, it is nonetheless the only road worth taking.
For 20 years, global energy policy has been headed down a blind alley
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It is not too late to retrace our steps before we coilide,with inevitable
boundaries. But the longer we wait, the more tumultuous the eventual
turnaround will be
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